In recent years, the quality practitioners have concentrated on exploring the effect of measurement errors on the performance of control charts. To the best of our knowledge, the effect of measurement errors on simultaneous monitoring of the process mean and the process variability is neglected in the literature. In this paper, the effect of measurement errors on detecting and diagnosing performance of one of the most common simultaneous monitoring approaches in the literature is investigated. Two approaches namely multiple measurement approach as well as increasing sample size are suggested for compensating for the effect of measurement errors. The results of simulation study show that the measurement errors can adversely affect the detecting performance of maximum exponentially weighted moving average and mean squared deviation (MAX-EWMAMS) control chart while the effect of measurement errors on diagnosing performance of this control chart is negligible. The results also represent that both tasking multiple measurement on each sample point and increasing sample size can adequately compensate for the measurement errors effect.
Introduction
Control charts are one of the most efficient tools in statistical process monitoring (SPM) which are used for online assessment of manufacturing or service processes. The main objective of control charts is to detect any change in the process parameters. Various control charts available in the literature have been constructed by assuming that the inspected samples are accurate. However, in most quality monitoring applications, a difference between the actual and observed quantity may be present due to measuring instruments errors. Theses measurement errors may affect the performance of different control charts. Hence, the measurement errors must be considered in constructing control charts for online monitoring of process parameters. The effect of measurement errors on the performance of various monitoring schemes is investigated by some researchers. In one of the earliest works on this problem, Bennet (1954) explored the effect of measurement errors on X control chart. Bennet (1954) used the model Y = X + ε where X and Y are the true and the observed values of quality characteristic under investigation, respectively while ε is the random error due to the measurement error. Then, Kanazuka (1986 ) extended Bennet's (1954 work by studying effect of measurement error on / X R control chart. The effect of measurement errors on various control charts is also addressed by (on 2 χ chart), Yang and Yang (2005) (on Shewhart and cause-selecting charts), Yang et al. (2007) [on exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) and cause-selecting charts], Maravelakis (2007) (on cumulative sum chart), Moameni et al. (2012) (on X R − fuzzy charts), Khurshid and Chakraborty (2014) (on zero-truncated binomial distribution-based chart), Abbasi (2014) (on Shewhart, EWMA and cumulative sum charts) and Noorossana and Zerehsaz (2015) (on charts for monitoring simple linear profiles). For more information about the effect of gauge measurement errors on the performance of different control charts, please refer review paper provided by Maleki et al. (2016) . Recently, some remedial approaches have been introduced to compensate for the effect of measurement errors on the performance of control charts in some researches such as Maravelakis et al. (2004) , Cocchi and Scagliarini (2007) , Abbasi (2010) , Costa and Castagliola (2011), Maravelakis (2012) , , Riaz (2014) , Haq et al. (2015) , , and Abbasi (2016) .
In recent years, simultaneous monitoring of process mean and variability by a single statistic has been taken into account by the researchers. In simultaneous monitoring, the main idea is to use a single statistic to monitor the process mean and variability, jointly. Some of the recent works in the simultaneous monitoring area includes Tasias and Nenes (2012) , Sheu et al. (2013) , Chowdhury et al. (2015) and Maleki and Amiri (2015) .
All of the above-mentioned researches in measurement error area have been focused on exploring the effect of measurement errors on monitoring the process mean or the process variability, separately. However, the effect of measurement errors on simultaneous monitoring of process mean and variability is neglected in the literature. In this paper the effect of measurement errors on the performance of MAX-EWMAMS control chart to detect simultaneous changes in the parameters of the process mean and variability is explored. Moreover, we show that the effect of measurement errors on the performance of this chart to diagnose the source of signal (mean, variability or both) is negligible. We also utilise the multiple measurements on each sample point to decrease the effect of measurement errors on both detecting and diagnosing performance of MAX-EWMAMS control chart.
The rest of this paper is organised as follows: in Section 2, we discuss MAX-EWMAMS control chart. In Section 3, modification of MAX-EWMAMS control chart in the presence of measurement error is proposed. In Section 4, the multiple measurement approach is developed to compensate the effect of measurement error on the performance of MAX-EWMAMS control chart. In Section 5, simulation studies are given to investigate the effect of measurement errors on detecting and diagnosing performance of MAX-EWMAMS control chart and to show the efficiency of the multiple measurement approach. In Section 6, the conclusions and a recommendation for future study are given.
MAX-EWMAMS control chart
T denote the observations of quality characteristic under investigation at t th ; t = 1, 2, … sample point. We assume that when the process is in-control, X tj ; j = 1, …, n follows a normal distribution with parameters μ 0 and 2 0 . σ . The EWMA statistic for monitoring the process mean is: (1 ) ,
It can be statistically checked that:
In order to have a single statistic for simultaneous monitoring of the process mean and variability, the EWMA and EWMS statistics are transformed to the standardised normal distribution. It can be statistically checked that the distribution of Z t in equation (1) is:
Obviously, the standardised statistic for monitoring the process mean is:
It can be shown that in situations where the observations are independent and normally distributed, for each value of sample size n, when t → ∞, 2 2 0 t S σ approximately follows a chi-square distribution with the degree of freedom equal to df = n(2 -λ) / λ. Therefore, the following transformation is utilised to have a control statistic for monitoring the process variability with approximately standardised normal distribution.
Finally, the MAX-EWMAMS statistic at sample point t; t = 1, 2, … is defined as follows:
Since M t ≥ 0, the MAX-EWMAMS control chart only has upper control limit (UCL). As a consequence, the MAX-EWMAMS control chart triggers an out-of-control signal if M t > UCL, where UCL is set to have a pre-specified in-control average run length (ARL 0 ).
where A and B are the known constants while ε is the error term which is independent from X and follows a normal distribution with mean zero and constant variance of (1 ) ,
Hence, in the presence of measurement error, the standardised EWMA-based statistic for monitoring the process mean is defined as:
In order to obtain the standardised statistic for monitoring the process variability, equation (7) is rewritten as follows:
Pr .
Finally, the chart statistic considering the measurement error is obtained as follows:
The chart triggers an out-of-control signal if ,
where UCL is set to have a pre-specified ARL 0 .
As long as , Assume that a given simultaneous shift (μ X = μ 0 + δσ 0 , σ X = ψσ 0 ) leads to an out-of-control signal at t th sample. In such situation, the deviation in both mean and variance of the process must be considered as the source of signal. However, the performance of MAX-EWMAMS control chart in diagnosing the source of signal under simultaneous shifts is not satisfactory. Because the probability that both | |
is less than the probability that only one of them exceeds the UCL
4 Multiple measurement approach suggested that taking several in each sampled unit can decrease the effect of measurement error. In this section, we utilise this approach to compensate the measurement error effect on the performance of MAX-EWMAMS control chart. To incorporate the multiple measurement approach in our model, we define matrix for tth sample point as follows: 
where Y tji ; t = 1, 2, … j = 1, 2, …, n i = 1, 2, …, k is the j th observation of the measured quality characteristic at t th sample point which is obtained by i th measurement. For the average value of j th observation at t th sample point we have 2 1 2 2 0 0 , .
The modified EWMA control statistic for monitoring the process mean is defined as: 
The control statistic for monitoring the process variability will be:
(1 ) , 
Utilising multiple measurement approach, leads to the following standardised statistic for monitoring the process variability:
Finally, the joint monitoring statistic in the presence of measurement error and utilising multiple measurement approach is obtained as:
Performance evaluation
The run length is defined as the number of consecutive samples which is taken and plotted until the first statistic falls outside the control limits interval. The ARL is the most common criterion to evaluate the detecting performance of different monitoring schemes in the SPM literature. In this study, the ARL along with the standard deviation of run lengths (SDRL) under different out-of-control step changes is used to evaluate the detecting performance of the proposed monitoring schemes. In order to provide the ARLs and SDRLs under out-of-control scenarios, the value of UCL for each scenario is set by simulation experiments such that the in-control ARL (ARL 0 ) becomes approximately equals to 200. Then, the out-of-control ARLs and SDRLs are obtained based on 20,000 simulation replicates in MATLAB software. In the out-of-control scenarios, the step mean and variance changes are denoted by μ = μ 0 + δσ 0 and σ = ψσ 0 , respectively. Here we assume that when the process is in-control, X follows a standard normal distribution.
Without loss of generality, we also assume the parameters of the additive covariate model to be as A = 0 and B = 1. Table 1 represents the ARLs and SDRLs for different value of 2 ε σ when n = 5 and λ = 0.1. The results of Table 1 confirm the adverse effect of measurement errors on detecting performance of MAX-EWMAMS control chart under all mean shifts, variance shifts and simultaneous shifts. We can see that, as the variance of measurement error increases, the ARLs and SDRLs tend to be increased. Moreover, the effect of measurement errors on detecting performance of MAX-EWMAMS control chart lessens as the magnitude of step shift increases. The diagnosing performance of the MAX-EWMAMS control chart in terms of correct diagnosis percentage (CDP) when n = 5 and λ = 0.1 is summarised in Table 2 . Table 2 reveals that the effect of measurement error on diagnosing performance of MAX-EWMAMS is negligible. Table 5 Effect of measurement error and multiple measurement approach 
0.7 2.3 14.5 38.5 Table 3 contains the values of ARL and SDRL obtained by utilising multiple measurement approach for different values of parameter k when n = 5, λ 0.1 and 2 1. ε σ = One can observe that, we can compensate the effect of measurement errors by taking multiple measurements on each observation. It is also concluded that as the parameter k increases, both ARL and SDRL values decrease. The effect of taking multiple measurements on diagnosing performance of MAX-EWMAMS control chart is displayed in Table 4 . Table 4 shows that the effect of multiple measurement approach on diagnosing performance of MAX-EWMAMS control chart is not considerable. For example in step shift with magnitude of (δ, ψ) = (0.5, 1), taking 2, 5 and 10 measurements on each sample point increases the correct diagnosis of MAX-EWMAMS chart only about 0.37%, 0.46% and 0.51%, respectively.
The results of Tables 1-4 in terms of E SS N criterion are also summarised in Table 5 where N is the number of step shifts considered (three for mean and three for variance shifts). The results show that for both mean and variance shifts, as the value of 2 ε σ increases, the difference between the values of ARL and corrected diagnosis percentage from their similar ones in error-free case increase. The results also show that for both mean and variance shifts, by increasing the value of parameter k, the difference between the values of ARL and corrected diagnosis percentage from their similar ones in the case of k = 1 increases.
Here, the effect of parameter n on detecting and diagnosing performance of MAX-EWMAMS chart when 2 0.5, ε σ = λ = 0.1 and k = 1 are investigated and the results are summarised in Tables 6 and 7 . The results of Table 6 confirm that the detecting performance of MAX-EWMAMS chart under measurement errors is seriously affected by the value of parameter n. As the value of parameter n increases, the ARLs and SDRLs tend to decrease. As seen in Table 7 , the diagnosing performance of MAX-EWMAMS chart improves as the value of parameter n increases. 6 Conclusions and future study
In this paper, we investigated the effect of measurement error on detecting and diagnosing performance of MAX-EWMAMS control chart in Phase II. Taking multiple measurements on each sample point as a remedial approach was utilised to compensate for the errors effect. The results of simulation study revealed that the measurement errors affect the performance of MAX-EWMAMS control chart in detecting different step changes. However, using the multiple measurement approach decrease the adverse effect of measurement errors on simultaneous monitoring of process mean and variability. The result also showed that the effect of measurement errors on diagnosing performance of MAX-EWMAMS chart is negligible. As a future study, it is recommended to investigate the effect of gauge measurement errors on the performance of adaptive control charts.
